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We propose a new way to use optical tools from quantum imaging and quantum communication
to search for physics beyond the standard model. Spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC)
is a commonly used source of entangled photons in which pump photons convert to a signal-idler
pair. We propose to search for “dark SPDC” (dSPDC) events in which a new dark sector particle
replaces the idler. Though it does not interact, the presence of a dark particle can be inferred by
the properties of the signal photon. Examples of dark states include axion-like-particles and dark
photons. We show that the presence of an optical medium opens the phase space of the down-
conversion process, or decay, which would be forbidden in vacuum. Search schemes are proposed
which employ optical imaging and/or spectroscopy of the signal photons. The signal rates in our
proposal scales with the second power of the feeble coupling to new physics, as opposed to light-
shining-through-wall experiments whose signal scales with coupling to the fourth. We analyze the
characteristics of optical media needed to enhance dSPDC and estimate the rate. A bench-top
demonstration of a high resolution ghost imaging measurement is performed employing a Skipper-
CCD to demonstrate its utility in a dSPDC search.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear optics is a powerful new tool for quantum
information science. Among its many uses, it plays an
enabling role in the areas of quantum networks and
teleportation of quantum states as well as in quantum
imaging. In quantum teleportation [1–4] the state of
a distant quantum system, Alice, can be inferred with-
out directly interacting with it, but rather by allowing
it to interact with one of the photons in an entangled
pair. The coherence of these optical systems has re-
cently allowed teleportation over a large distance [5].
Quantum ghost imaging, or “interaction-free” imag-
ing [6], is used to discern (usually classical) informa-
tion about an object without direct interaction. This
technique exploits the relationship among the emis-
sion angles of a correlated photon pair to create an
image with high angular resolution without placing
the subject Alice in front of a high resolution detec-
tor or allowing it to interact with intense light. These
methods of teleportation and imaging rely on the pro-
duction of signal photons in association with an idler
pair which is entangled (or at least correlated) in its
direction, frequency, and sometimes polarization.

Quantum ghost imaging and teleportation both dif-
fer parametrically from standard forms of information
transfer. This is because a system is probed, not by
sending information to it and receiving information
back, but rather by sending it half of an EPR pair,
without need for a “response”. The di�erence is par-
ticularly apparent if Alice is an extremely weekly cou-
pled system, say she is part of a dark sector, with a
coupling ‘ to photons. The rate of information flow
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Figure 1: Pictorial representation of the dSPDC process.
A dark particle Ï is emitted in association with a signal
photon. The presence of Ï can be inferred from the
distribution of the signal photon in angle and/or
frequency. We consider both the colinear (◊s = 0) and
non-colinear (◊s ”= 0) cases.

in capturing an image of Alice will occur at a rate
Ã ‘4 with standard methods, but at a rate Ã ‘2 using
quantum optical methods.

A common method for generating entangled photon
pairs is the nonlinear optics process known as sponta-
neous parametric down conversion (SPDC). In SPDC
a pump photon decays, or down-converts, within a
nonlinear optical medium into two other photons, a
signal and an idler. The presence of the SPDC idler
can be inferred by the detection of the signal [7].

In this work we propose to use quantum imag-
ing and quantum communication tools to perform an
interaction-free search for the emission of new parti-
cles beyond the standard model. The new tool we
present is dark SPDC, or dSPDC, an example sketch
of which is shown in Figure 1. A pump photon enters
an optical medium and down-converts to a signal pho-
ton and a dark particle, which can have a small mass,
and does not interact with the optical medium. Like
SPDC, in dSPDC the presence of a dark state can
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a range of about 5 MHz with the ⇠12 Hz resolution, as
well as “fine” tuning using the piezoelectric element in a
range of about 8 kHz with the ⇠0.1 Hz resolution [7].

FIG. 1. The experimental setup for the DarkSRF experiment
consisting of two 1.3 GHz cavities.

Each of the cavities has been independently connected
by shielded microwave coaxial cables to the room temper-
ature signal generation and the measurement electronics.

Initially, both of the cavities have been measured at
2 K and 1.5 K in a liquid helium bath, using the stan-
dard SRF techniques [8] to obtain the fundamental mode
frequencies and intrinsic quality factors Q0, as well as the
input (Qin) and transmitted (Qt) antenna external qual-
ity factors.

Subsequently, both of the cavities have been powered
up by a single RF generator signal split into two routes.
Phase lock loop has been used to have the RF generator
follow the frequency of the emitter cavity and the tuner
mechanism has been applied to change the receiver cav-
ity frequency until it is resonantly excited by the same
signal as emitter. Since the radiation pressure on the cav-
ity walls changes the cavity frequency, this procedure for
frequency matching has been performed for each emitter
cavity stored energy used for the dark photon search.

After frequency matching, the cable connecting the
generator to the receiver cavity has been disconnected
and the measurement of the transmitted power from the
emitter cavity has been performed using spectrum ana-
lyzer centered around resonance frequency. The data has
been acquired for 30 minutes in each run.

Two data acquisitions runs performed, one at a higher
accelerating field level Eacc = 40 MV/m in the emitter

cavity (“high power” run), and one at a somewhat lower
- Eacc = 6 MV/m (“medium power” run). For the high
power case the detection sensitivity has been limited by
the residual cross-talk, whereas for the medium power
run the sensitivity has been limited by the thermal pho-
ton leakage from the input line on the receiver cavity.
CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR THE EXCLU-

SION PLOT

FIG. 2. The new exclusion limit for the dark photon.

CONCLUSIONS

Our experiment constructed based on the high quality
factor SRF niobium cavities and utilizing the accelerator
technology for high precision frequency tuning allowed
to extend the exclusion boundary for the existence of
dark photons by several orders of magnitude in the broad
range of rest masses and coupling constants.
Future improvements involve further suppression of the

cross-talk at higher emitter cavity powers, as well as per-
forming the experiment with the receiver cavity at mil-
likelvin temperatures inside the dilution refrigerator cou-
pled with the quantum limited amplifier.
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In the past week we learnt about amazing quantum 
technology, present and future achievements. 

We learnt this at Fermilab, the US particle physics lab.

What’s the connection, QIS to HEP? 

Why are we excited? How can HEP use Quantum? 
What drives HEP? What’s the language that we use?



We are Curious!!!

What are the basic degrees of freedom? 

What rules do they follow?

What does the Universe contain? 

What is its history? 



Particles that Star in a QIS school
Photons (and electromagnetic fileds):  

Electrons: carry charge, combine to Cooper pairs, EM properties of matter. 

Nuclei: supposing actors in QIS, but enable everything!

Si, Nb, Cu, He, ….



The Standard ModelAccelarators, colliders, detectors, 
neutrino experiments, cosmic rays…

The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Decades of experiments have taught us 
of an interesting menu of particles and 
interactions:
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The Standard Model

Open Questions:



?flavor…

?? 
Higgs mass and “naturalness”

? 
ν’s

? 
SU(3)xSU(2xU(1)…
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?flavor…

?? 
Higgs mass and “naturalness”

? 
ν’s

? 
SU(3)xSU(2xU(1)…

+ is there anything else?

The Standard Model

Open Questions:



What does the Universe contain? 

What is its history? 



The Standard Model of Cosmology

Decades of observation has taught us that 
on large scale we are in a homogeneous, 
isotropic, expanding Universe.

Telescopes, observatories, CMB, satellites, 
DM direct detection experiments…



The Standard Model of Cosmology

Decades of observation has taught us that 
on large scale we are in a homogeneous, 
isotropic, expanding Universe.

Telescopes, observatories, CMB, satellites, 
DM direct detection experiments…

??
??

?? 
Matter-anti-matter



Lets talk more about dark matter: 

*  Likely has direct connections to particle physics. 

*  An interesting target for Quantum Sensing.

Dark Matter
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*  An interesting target for Quantum Sensing.

Dark Matter



Evidence for Dark Matter
DM is an observational fact, tested in many ways (all via gravitational interaction). 

• Galaxy rotation curves 

• Velocity dispersion in elliptical galaxies 

• Galactic velocity in clusters 

• CMB measurements 

• Lensing surveys 

• Large scale structure surveys 

• Dark energy (SN)+ visible matter + flatness of Universe (CMB). 

• Some rare galaxies have almost no DM (!)





Dark matter Properties
Dark matter is about x5 normal matter.  

Our galaxy ~ 1011 solar masses and 10 kpc radius. 

Locally, density ~ 0.4 GeV/cm3
. (A proton ~ 1 GeV) 

In a ~ spherical halo (because dark matter cannot loose energy).  

Dark matter is slow (must be below the galactic escape velocity) 

Virial velocity in our galaxy ~ 220 km/sec (or 10-3 c)

(DM kinetic energy spread is ~10-6 of its mass)



There is dark matter in the room! 
What is it?

Theorists have many ideas!!!

Wimps, Neutralino LSP (Bino or Wino or Higgsino), gravitino, sneutrino, Axions, Dark 
Photons, lightest T-paritly odd particle, Asymmetric DM, Atomic DM, Inelastic DM, 
Resonant dark matter, Exothermic DM, Somerfeld enhanced DM, B-L DM, Wimpzillas, 
Axion stars, Self-destructing DM, Xenon-phobic DM, minimal DM, inert Higgs DM, 
Singlet scalar DM, Kaluza-Klein DM, Sterile neutrino DM, Luminous dark matter, 
Heilogenesis, XO-genesis, Black Holes….



New Particles Interacting w/ Light

Dark Photons Axions

The main actors:

For us, it makes sense to focus on something simple

(A linear theory) (A nonlinear theory)

Both are interesting DM candidates. But they may exist without being DM!

Both hypotheses are interesting to test  



Dark Photons
Add another photon to the rule book: 
(and lets give it a mass) 

Why would I add a new photon? Without good reason?

Why not? 

Its simple, and it happened before. (remember the muon, who order that!?)



Dark Photons
Add another photon to the rule book: 
(and lets give it a mass) 

�0
  dark photon

Why would I add a new photon? Without good reason?

Why not? 

Its simple, and it happened before. (remember the muon, who order that!?)



Dark Photon
Even without “ordering”, a Dark Photon would teach us profound lessons: 

There is another gauge interaction. SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1)2.  

Our thinking about Grand Unification would change. 

What is the abundance of dark photons? Can it be dark matter? 

The interaction with SM is likely generated by new heavy particles.

�0�

Heavy particles
Charged under both U(1)’s



ℋ ⊃ ℋQED +

Normal matter is not charged under the new photon. How will it interact?

In quantum mechanics: two states which have the same 
quantum numbers can be in a superposition, “mix”. 

|ψ〉= |photon〉+ ε |dark photon〉 

The dark Photon effective Hamiltonian:

ε E⋅E’ + B⋅B’

Dark Photons - a Linear Extension

(and dark photon also has a mass, and a longitudinal polarization!)



Dark Photon
Many constraints on the dark photon!   (a review: Essig et al  1311.0029)
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FIG. 7. Parameter space for hidden-photons (A0) with mass mA0 < 1 MeV (see Fig. 6 for

mA0 > 1 MeV). Colored regions are: experimentally excluded regions (dark green), constraints

from astronomical observations (gray) or from astrophysical, or cosmological arguments (blue),

and sensitivity of planned and suggested experiments (light green) (ADMX [14], ALPS-II [15],

Dish antenna [19], AGN/SNR [151]). Shown in red are boundaries where the A0 would account

for all the DM produced either thermally in the Big Bang or non-thermally by the misalignment

mechanism (the corresponding line is an upper bound). Regions bounded by dotted lines show

predictions from string theory corresponding to di↵erent possibilities for the nature of the A0 mass:

Hidden-Higgs, a Fayet-Iliopoulos term, or the Stückelberg mechanism. Predictions are uncertain

by O(1)-factors.

ordinary matter. An A0 in this mass range is motivated by the theoretical considerations

discussed above, by anomalies related to DM [165, 166], and by the discrepancy between the

measured and calculated value of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon [120–122].

Fig. 6 shows existing constraints for mA0 > 1 MeV [116] and the sensitivity of several

planned experiments that will explore part of the remaining allowed parameter space. These

include the future fixed-target experiments APEX [126, 132], HPS [133], DarkLight [134] at

Je↵erson Laboratory, an experiment using VEPP-3 [135, 136], and experiments using the

MAMI and MESA [137] at the University of Mainz. Existing and future e+e� colliders can

also probe large parts of the parameter space for ✏ > 10�4
�10�3, and include BABAR, Belle,

KLOE, SuperB, Belle II, and KLOE-2 (Fig. 6 only shows existing constraints, and no future
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FIG. 6. Parameter space for dark photons (A0) with mass mA0 > 1 MeV (see Fig. 7 for

mA0 < 1 MeV). Shown are existing 90% confidence level limits from the SLAC and Fermilab

beam dump experiments E137, E141, and E774 [116–119] the electron and muon anomalous mag-

netic moment aµ [120–122], KLOE [123] (see also [124]), WASA-at-COSY [125], the test run results

reported by APEX [126] and MAMI [127], an estimate using a BaBar result [116, 128, 129], and a

constraint from supernova cooling [116, 130, 131]. In the green band, the A0 can explain the ob-

served discrepancy between the calculated and measured muon anomalous magnetic moment [120]

at 90% confidence level. On the right, we show in more detail the parameter space for larger values

of ✏. This parameter space can be probed by several proposed experiments, including APEX [132],

HPS [133], DarkLight [134], VEPP-3 [135, 136], MAMI, and MESA [137]. Existing and future

e+e� colliders such as BABAR, BELLE, KLOE, SuperB, BELLE-2, and KLOE-2 can also probe

large parts of the parameter space for ✏ > 10�4
� 10�3; their reach is not explicitly shown.

string theory constructions can generate much smaller ✏. While there is no clear minimum

for ✏, values in the 10�12
� 10�3 range have been predicted in the literature [140–143].

A dark sector consisting of particles that do not couple to any of the known forces and

containing an A0 is commonplace in many new physics scenarios. Such hidden sectors can

have a rich structure, consisting of, for example, fermions and many other gauge bosons.

The photon coupling to the A0 could provide the only non-gravitational window into their

existence. Hidden sectors are generic, for example, in string theory constructions [144–147].

and recent studies have drawn a very clear picture of the di↵erent possibilities obtainable in

type-II compactifications (see dotted contours in Fig. 7). Several portals beyond the kinetic

21



Dark Photon - Photon Interaction

An oscillating dipole emits photons              oscillating EM field emits dark photons! 

A dark photon can convert to a photon and vice versa.

ℋA’ ⊃ ε E⋅E’ ℋdipole’ =   E’⋅d’is similar to !

J(t)
* there is a slight cheat on this slide. I’ll come clean later.
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Dark Photon - Photon Interaction

An oscillating dipole emits photons              oscillating EM field emits dark photons! 

A dark photon can convert to a photon and vice versa.

ℋA’ ⊃ ε E⋅E’ ℋdipole’ =   E’⋅d’is similar to !

J(t)

Dark photon w/ 
logitudinal polarization

Transverse polarization

Dark flux ∝ ε2

* there is a slight cheat on this slide. I’ll come clean later.



Dark Photon - Photon Interaction

An oscillating dipole emits photons              oscillating dark field emits photons! 

A dark photon can convert to a photon and vice versa. 

In particle physics language, a background dark photon field is an effective EM 
current.

ℋA’ ⊃ ε E⋅E’ ℋdipole =   E⋅dis similar to

Jeff = ε mA’
2 A’

!



Dark Photon Dark Matter
Great! We learnt about a new particle, and how it interacts with photons. Can we 
make it dark matter? 

Yes!!! 

We will assume the dark photon is very light - hence will need to have a very high 
occupation number.  Better described as a wave (and not a bunch of particles)! 

The frequency of the wave is the energy of a DM particle

ωDM = mDM + (corrections of order mv2 ~ 10-6) ω
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Dark Photon Dark Matter
A background DPDM wave is a background effective current! 

Consider a high quality cavity:

DM signals: a low powered injection of photons into EM 
devices at a fixed frequency, and an unknown phase.   

(Enter Quantum sensing. Kent and Aaron’s talks). 

An effective current inside the cavity!

Jeff = ε mA’
2 A’

DM wave



Searching for Dark Matter w/ a Qubit
A proof of concept:

n̄HP ≤ 10−1. Currently, these searches employ linear ampli-
fication operating near the standard quantum limit (SQL)
[21] to read out the built up signal in the microwave cavity,
where the noise variance is equivalent to fluctuations of an
effective background of n̄SQL ¼ 1. At gigahertz frequencies
and above, the noise inherent to quantum limited linear
amplification overwhelms the signal, making the search
untenable (n̄SQL ≫ n̄axion, n̄HP).
We use single-photon resolving detectors to avoid

quantum noise by measuring only field amplitude, resulting
in insensitivity to the conjugate phase observable. The
noise is then dominated by the Poisson fluctuations of the
background counts and ultimately limited by the shot noise
of the signal itself [22]. Superconducting nanowire single-
photon detectors or photomultipier tubes can readily count
infrared photons; however, these technologies are not well
suited to detect single low energy microwave photons [23].
Here, we develop a detector that is sensitive in the micro-
wave regime and has a low dark count probability com-
mensurate with the small signal rates expected in a dark
matter experiment.
Qubit-based photon counter.—In order to construct a

single-photon counter, we employ quantum nondemolition
(QND) techniques pioneered in atomic physics [24,25]. To
count photons, we utilize the interaction between a super-
conducting transmon qubit [26,27] and the field in a
microwave cavity, as described by the Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian [28] in the dispersive limit (qubit-cavity
coupling ≪ qubit, cavity detuning): H=ℏ ¼ ωca†aþ
1
2ωqσz þ 2χa†a 1

2 σz. The Hamiltonian can be recast to
elucidate a key feature: a photon-number-dependent fre-
quency shift (2χ) of the qubit transition [Fig. 1(b)],

H=ℏ ¼ ωca†aþ 1

2
ðωq þ 2χa†aÞσz: ð1Þ

We use an interferometric Ramsey measurement of the
qubit frequency to infer the cavity state [30]. Errors in the
measurement occur due to qubit decay, dephasing, heating,

cavity decay, and readout infidelity, introducing inefficien-
cies or, worse, false positive detections. For contemporary
transmon qubits, these errors occur with much greater
probability (1%–10%) than the appearance of a dark matter
induced photon, resulting in a measurement that is limited
by detector errors. The qubit-cavity interaction (2χa†a 1

2 σz)
is composed solely of number operators and commutes
with the bare Hamiltonian of the cavity (ωca†a) and qubit
(12ωqσz). Thus, the cavity state collapses to a Fock state (j0i
or j1i in the n̄ ≪ 1 limit) upon measurement, rather than
being absorbed and destroyed [31–34]. Repeated measure-
ments of the cavity photon number made via this
QND operator enable us to devise a counting protocol,
shown in Fig. 2(a), insensitive to errors in any individual
measurement [35–37]. This provides exponential rejection
of false positives with only a linear cost in measure-
ment time.
In this Letter, we use a device composed of a high quality

factor (Qs ¼ 2.06 × 107) 3D cavity [38,39] used to accu-
mulate and store the signal induced by the dark matter
(storage, ωs ¼ 2π × 6.011 GHz), a superconducting trans-
mon qubit (ωq ¼ 2π × 4.749 GHz), and a 3D cavity
strongly coupled to a transmission line (Qr ¼ 1.5 × 104)
used to quickly read out the state of qubit (readout,
ωr ¼ 2π × 8.052 GHz) [Fig. 1(a)]. We mount the device
to the base stage of a dilution refrigerator at 8 mK.
To count photons, we repeatedly map the cavity pop-

ulation onto the qubit state by performing a cavity number
parity measurement with Ramsey interferometry, as
depicted in Fig. 2(a). We place the qubit, initialized either
in jgi or jei, in a superposition state 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
ðjgi% jeiÞ

with a π=2 pulse. The qubit state precesses at a rate of
j2χj ¼ 2π × 1.13 MHz when there is one photon in the
storage cavity due to the photon-dependent qubit frequency
shift. Waiting for a time tp ¼ π=j2χj results in the qubit
state accumulating a π phase if there is one photon in the
cavity. We project the qubit back onto the z axis, with a
−π=2 pulse completing the mapping of the storage cavity
photon number onto the qubit state. We then determine the
qubit state using its standard dispersive coupling to the
readout resonator. For weak cavity displacements ðn̄ ≪ 1Þ,
this protocol functions as a qubit π pulse conditioned
on the presence of a single cavity photon [30]. If there are
zero photons in the cavity, the qubit remains in its initial
state. If there is one photon in the cavity, the qubit state is
flipped (jgi ↔ jei). More generally, this protocol is
sensitive to any cavity state with odd photon number
population.
Hidden Markov model analysis.—In order to account for

all possible error mechanisms during the measurement
protocol, we model the evolution of the cavity, qubit, and
readout as a hidden Markov process, where the cavity and
qubit states are hidden variables that emit as a readout
signal [see Fig. 2(b)]. The Markov chain is characterized by
the transition matrix (T) [Eq. (2)] that governs how the joint

4.746 4.748 4.750
Frequency (GHz)

0.0

0.5

1.0
Qubit Excited State Probability

Readout

Transmon Dark Matter

Storage

n=2 n=1 n=0

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Superconducting transmon qubit dispersively coupled
to highQ storage cavity. (a) Schematic of photon counting device
consisting of storage and readout cavities bridged by a transmon
qubit [29]. The interaction between the dark matter and electro-
magnetic field results in a photon being deposited in the storage
cavity. (b) Qubit spectroscopy reveals that the storage cavity
population is imprinted as a shift of the qubit transition frequency.
The photon-number-dependent shift is 2χ per photon.
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the line shape of the dark matter [53] (QDM ∼ 106) such that
the sensitivity falls to half the maximum (−3 dB point)
3 kHz away from the cavity resonance. Additionally,
sensitivity to off-resonant candidates occurs in regions where
the photon-number-dependent qubit shift is an odd multiple
of the dispersive shift 2χ (see Supplemental Material [9] for
calculation of hidden photon constraints [54]).
Conclusions.—Photon number measurements allow us to

gain unprecedented sensitivity to dark matter signals. The
single-photon counting protocol demonstrated in this Letter
results in a 15.7 dB metrological gain, relative to the SQL.
This improvement is currently limited by background pho-
tons n̄c ¼ 7.3 × 10−4 whose suppression by improved filter-
ing and shielding will further increase detector sensitivity.
In a full scale dark matter search, where the cavity is

tuned to scan a wide range of dark matter masses, it is
possible to estimate and subtract the background popula-
tion of the cavity. The standard technique is to measure the
photon population as the cavity is tuned to neighboring
cavity frequencies separated by more than the dark matter
linewidth. The signal hypothesis can be tested by repeating
the experiment with an auxiliary cavity of the same
frequency as the detection cavity, but with poor coupling
to the dark matter.

The integration time required for a background
limited dark matter search is determined by the signal
rate (Rs ¼ n̄DM=Ts

1) and background rate (Rb ¼ n̄c=Ts
1):

Rst >
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rbt

p
. The signal integration time scales with the

background photon probability: t > n̄cTs
1=n̄

2
DM. The pho-

ton detection technique developed in this Letter constitutes
a n̄SQL=n̄c ∼ 1; 300 times speed up of dark matter searches,
relative to a linear quantum limited amplifier.
This unprecedented sensitivity enables future cavity-

based searches for axions and hidden photons in the 3–
30 GHz range. At lower frequencies, thermal backgrounds
will dominate and at higher frequencies, near the alumin-
ium Josephson junction plasma frequency, qubit losses will
degrade the measurement. A fixed frequency qubit can be
coupled to a tunable cavity to scan over a dark matter mass
range of order OðGHzÞ, limited by the tuning range of the
cavity. As long as the photon-number-dependent shift 2χ is
resolvable and the qubit and cavity are sufficiently detuned
at each tuning, the QND counting protocol can be har-
nessed to perform a search with sub-SQL noise. A non-
linear element made of higher Tc superconductor, such as
tantalum [56], niobium, or titanium nitride, could be used
to access frequencies beyond 30 GHz (see Supplemental
Material [9] for more information about future dark matter
searches [57–62]).
High fidelity nondestructive photon counting can be

utilized for accurate primary thermometry in low temper-
ature microwave systems. This technique is applicable to
quantum computing architectures that utilize long-lived
storage cavities [63,64]. Assessing the residual cavity
population independently of the qubit errors allows for
both single shot and real time monitoring of the storage
cavity, crucial when preparing states whose fidelity is
sensitive to the initial conditions.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a state-of-the-art photon

counter for dark matter sensing. More generally, this
technique of performing many QND measurements within
a mode resolution time can be used to perform sub-SQL
metrology in other quantum sensing applications.
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FIG. 4. Hidden photon dark matter parameter space. Shaded
regions in the hidden photon parameter space [6,55] of coupling
(ϵ) and mass (mγ) are excluded. In the orange band, hidden
photon dark matter is naturally produced in models of high scale
cosmic inflation [7]. The exclusion set with the qubit-based
photon counting search presented in this Letter is shown in purple
(dashed black line to guide the eye). On resonance with the
storage cavity (mγ0c2 ¼ ℏωs), the hidden photon kinetic mixing
angle is constrained to ϵ ≤ 1.68 × 10−15 with 90% confidence.
The Ramsey measurement procedure is also sensitive to signals
that produce cavity states with odd photon number populations
greater than the measured background. Sensitivity to off-resonant
candidates gives rise to bands of exclusion (see inset) centered
around regions where the photon-number-dependent qubit fre-
quency shift is an odd multiple of 2χ [54]. Sensitivity to large
amplitude and highly detuned signals is limited by the bandwidth
of the π=2 pulses used in the parity measurements.
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the line shape of the dark matter [53] (QDM ∼ 106) such that
the sensitivity falls to half the maximum (−3 dB point)
3 kHz away from the cavity resonance. Additionally,
sensitivity to off-resonant candidates occurs in regions where
the photon-number-dependent qubit shift is an odd multiple
of the dispersive shift 2χ (see Supplemental Material [9] for
calculation of hidden photon constraints [54]).
Conclusions.—Photon number measurements allow us to

gain unprecedented sensitivity to dark matter signals. The
single-photon counting protocol demonstrated in this Letter
results in a 15.7 dB metrological gain, relative to the SQL.
This improvement is currently limited by background pho-
tons n̄c ¼ 7.3 × 10−4 whose suppression by improved filter-
ing and shielding will further increase detector sensitivity.
In a full scale dark matter search, where the cavity is

tuned to scan a wide range of dark matter masses, it is
possible to estimate and subtract the background popula-
tion of the cavity. The standard technique is to measure the
photon population as the cavity is tuned to neighboring
cavity frequencies separated by more than the dark matter
linewidth. The signal hypothesis can be tested by repeating
the experiment with an auxiliary cavity of the same
frequency as the detection cavity, but with poor coupling
to the dark matter.

The integration time required for a background
limited dark matter search is determined by the signal
rate (Rs ¼ n̄DM=Ts

1) and background rate (Rb ¼ n̄c=Ts
1):

Rst >
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Rbt
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. The signal integration time scales with the

background photon probability: t > n̄cTs
1=n̄
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DM. The pho-

ton detection technique developed in this Letter constitutes
a n̄SQL=n̄c ∼ 1; 300 times speed up of dark matter searches,
relative to a linear quantum limited amplifier.
This unprecedented sensitivity enables future cavity-

based searches for axions and hidden photons in the 3–
30 GHz range. At lower frequencies, thermal backgrounds
will dominate and at higher frequencies, near the alumin-
ium Josephson junction plasma frequency, qubit losses will
degrade the measurement. A fixed frequency qubit can be
coupled to a tunable cavity to scan over a dark matter mass
range of order OðGHzÞ, limited by the tuning range of the
cavity. As long as the photon-number-dependent shift 2χ is
resolvable and the qubit and cavity are sufficiently detuned
at each tuning, the QND counting protocol can be har-
nessed to perform a search with sub-SQL noise. A non-
linear element made of higher Tc superconductor, such as
tantalum [56], niobium, or titanium nitride, could be used
to access frequencies beyond 30 GHz (see Supplemental
Material [9] for more information about future dark matter
searches [57–62]).
High fidelity nondestructive photon counting can be

utilized for accurate primary thermometry in low temper-
ature microwave systems. This technique is applicable to
quantum computing architectures that utilize long-lived
storage cavities [63,64]. Assessing the residual cavity
population independently of the qubit errors allows for
both single shot and real time monitoring of the storage
cavity, crucial when preparing states whose fidelity is
sensitive to the initial conditions.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a state-of-the-art photon

counter for dark matter sensing. More generally, this
technique of performing many QND measurements within
a mode resolution time can be used to perform sub-SQL
metrology in other quantum sensing applications.
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FIG. 4. Hidden photon dark matter parameter space. Shaded
regions in the hidden photon parameter space [6,55] of coupling
(ϵ) and mass (mγ) are excluded. In the orange band, hidden
photon dark matter is naturally produced in models of high scale
cosmic inflation [7]. The exclusion set with the qubit-based
photon counting search presented in this Letter is shown in purple
(dashed black line to guide the eye). On resonance with the
storage cavity (mγ0c2 ¼ ℏωs), the hidden photon kinetic mixing
angle is constrained to ϵ ≤ 1.68 × 10−15 with 90% confidence.
The Ramsey measurement procedure is also sensitive to signals
that produce cavity states with odd photon number populations
greater than the measured background. Sensitivity to off-resonant
candidates gives rise to bands of exclusion (see inset) centered
around regions where the photon-number-dependent qubit fre-
quency shift is an odd multiple of 2χ [54]. Sensitivity to large
amplitude and highly detuned signals is limited by the bandwidth
of the π=2 pulses used in the parity measurements.
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Detection mechanisms for low mass bosonic dark matter candidates, such as the axion or hidden photon,
leverage potential interactions with electromagnetic fields, whereby the dark matter (of unknown mass) on
rare occasion converts into a single photon. Current dark matter searches operating at microwave
frequencies use a resonant cavity to coherently accumulate the field sourced by the dark matter and a near
standard quantum limited (SQL) linear amplifier to read out the cavity signal. To further increase sensitivity
to the dark matter signal, sub-SQL detection techniques are required. Here we report the development of a
novel microwave photon counting technique and a new exclusion limit on hidden photon dark matter. We
operate a superconducting qubit to make repeated quantum nondemolition measurements of cavity photons
and apply a hidden Markov model analysis to reduce the noise to 15.7 dB below the quantum limit, with
overall detector performance limited by a residual background of real photons. With the present device, we
perform a hidden photon search and constrain the kinetic mixing angle to ϵ ≤ 1.68 × 10−15 in a band
around 6.011 GHz (24.86 μeV) with an integration time of 8.33 s. This demonstrated noise reduction
technique enables future dark matter searches to be sped up by a factor of 1,300. By coupling a qubit to an
arbitrary quantum sensor, more general sub-SQL metrology is possible with the techniques presented in
this Letter.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.126.141302

Introduction.—The nature of dark matter is an enduring
mystery of our Universe. Observations of galaxy rotation
curves, gravitational lensing, and the presence of structure
in the cosmos all inform our understanding of dark matter,
but provide little insight into its intrinsic properties [1,2].
Though the gravitational evidence for the existence of dark
matter is extensive [2], thus far, dark matter has evaded
direct detection in terrestrial experiments. We are interested
in testing the hypothesis that dark matter is composed of
waves of low mass bosons, which due to their high galactic
phase space density, arrive as coherent waves with macro-
scopic occupation number. Well-known dark matter can-
didates include the axion and hidden sector photon, which
both have compelling cosmological origin stories [3–7].
One method for detecting these dark matter waves

exploits their interactions with the electromagnetic field

[7,8]. A microwave cavity with resonance frequency tuned
to the mass of the hypothetical particle is used to
coherently accumulate the electromagnetic response (see
Supplemental Material [9]). On rare occasions, the dark
matter deposits a single photon in the cavity.
There are specified targets in the parameter space of

coupling and dark matter mass in the case of the axion of
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The expected signal
photon occupation number is ∼10−2 for searches like the
Axion Dark Matter eXperiment operating at 650 MHz [10].
However, for searches at higher frequencies, the microwave
cavity volume must shrink to maintain the resonance
condition. The signal photon rate scales with the volume
of the cavity, making detection of smaller signals increas-
ingly challenging at higher frequencies. For an axion search
with the microwave cavity (6.011 GHz) used in the present
Letter and given the experimental parameters in typical
axion search experiments [11–14], QCD axion models
[15–18] predict a signal with mean photon number of
n̄axion ∼ 10−8–10−5 per measurement. For hidden photons,
the parameter space is less constrained [6,19,20], and
the mean photon number per measurement could be
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Proof of concept for sensing below with Photon counting and QND.



Dark Photon DM at SQMS
Meantime: The Ultra high-Q cavities y’all have been playing with allow to search in a 
very narrow band (reducing noise :-). 

Photon counting vs homodyne 



Light Shining Through Wall (w/ RF cavities)
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Light Shining Through Wall (w/ RF cavities)
Consider two cavities with with exactly same frequency

High Q → we can store more 
photons. Coherent field.

High Q → cavity can ring 
up for a longer time

Prec ⇠ G2 ✏4
⇣m�0

!

⌘4
QrecQemPem

* Coming clean: scaling with mass depends on the polarization.
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Dark SRF: cavity-based search for the Dark Photon

Phase 2: in DR, 
receiver at ~mk, 
in quantum 
regime. Improved 
frequency 
stability. Phase 
sensitive readout.

Will increase the 
search reach.

Phase 1: Pathfinder run in LHe. 
Demonstrated enormous potential 
for SRF based searches.

Romanenko et al., arXiv:2301.11512 (2023), in review in PRL. 

A light-shining-through-wall experiment.

Published in PRL



Single Particle Qubit
At Northwestern, the quantum state of a single electron in a 
Penning trap is monitored with a QND measurement. 

The most precise test of the SM of particle physics!!!

This is a quantum-number counting experiment. 

Also sensitive to Dark Photon DM at 150 GHz!



Axions
A nonlinear extension of QED



Axions - and Strong CP
Invented to address a theoretical puzzle of the strong force:                                       
“Strong CP problem”  

The Electric dipole moment of particles violate parity and charge conjugation.       
Both are symmetries that are violated at the subatomic level. 

The neutron’s EDM is observationally consistent with 0, 10-10 smaller than the 
(neutron size) x (fundamental charge unit) 

The neutron is a collection of quarks. Somehow the strong force dynamics respects CP. 

Pecci and Quinn (77)

Why don’t (gluon) E-fields and B-fields mix?

d d
u



Axions - A nonlinear extension of QED

ℒ ⊃    GμνGμν   =
a
f

a
f

EG⋅BG

~

ℒ ⊃    FμνFμν   =
a
f

a
f

E⋅B
~

Pecci and Quinn (77)

Introduce a field: 〈a〉→ 0 dynamically.

Naturally, one would also expect:

⊗

B

ℒ ⊃    FμνFμν   =
a
f

a
f

E⋅B
~

Axion phenomenology w/ background B field is similar to dark photon. Mixing:

J(t)B

Photons polarized 
along a B field can 
mix with axions.



Axion Dark Matter

Like the dark photon:                                                                         
coherent waves of the axion fields can be a good dark matter candidate! 

Very attractive theoretically:  

• there are other reasons for the field to exist. 

• It can get excited at some level. Can that be (some of) dark matter? 

• The QCD axion predicts the interaction strength (gives a goal!).



Axions and ALPs
B

New challenges: 

superconducting quantum 
devices that can operate 
in (or near) high magnetic 

fields!
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Axion haloscope: search for dark matter with 
high Q cavity in multi-tesla magnetic fields

Two SQMS designs substantially outperform 
state of the art copper cavities (and these ideas 
can be combined!)

Now partnering with ADMX team for first 
demonstration of a hybrid superconducting-
normal-conducting cavity in a real axion search.

Dark Sector: High Q in Multi-Tesla Fields

Hybrid copper-dielectric cavity (INFN): Di Vora et al., 
PhysRevApplied.17.054013

Superconducting Nb3Sn cavity (FNAL): Posen et al., 
arxiv:22014.10733, in review in Phys Rev Applied

Other 

Other Challenges: counting photons near 
a magnetic field. Cavity and qubit 
frequency tuning. etc.



Axions and ALPs

Quantum sensing already playing a role for Axion DM:                   
e.g. HAYSTAC used squeezed states for factor of 2 in scan speed.


Backes, K.M., Palken, D.A., Kenany, S.A. et al.                                                                               
A quantum enhanced search for dark matter axions. Nature 590, 238–242 (2021)



In Conclusion
We are curious about the Universe? 

• What new particles exist? 

• What is dark matter? 

• What can we learn from gravitational waves? 

These ambitious questions require the most sensitive detectors in existence.  

We can let standard quantum limits get in our way! We need QIS!



Deleted scenes



Atom Interferometers
Superposition allowed for more cool stuff. 

E.g. atomic clocks: am atom in a superposition of quantum states can keep time!
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MAGIS 100, under construction, will look for gravity waves!


(The distance between clocks oscillating…)



SQMS theorists have laid the formalism 
for GR-EM cavity interaction.
Two types of signals: EM and mechanical.
Current axion experiments have sensitivity 
to GHz Gravity waves [1].
A dedicated cavity experiment, e.g. MAGO, 
has significant reach at MHz [2].
A new collaboration with INFN and DESY 
to revive MAGO is being formed.

Gravitational waves

23
MAGO (INFN)

From [2]: sensitivity of MAGO-like setup.



Single Particle Qubit
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The most precise theory-experiment comparison in physics:

SQMS joined the effort, contributed to understanding loss sources.

Electron magnetic moment (g-2)e:  
The quantum state of a single electron in a 
trap is monitored via a QND measurement.

SQMS bonus: We also found that a single-
electron qubit is a sensitive DM search in a 
challenging frequency range!
Theory + proof-of-concept!                                 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 130, 071801 (2023)



Quantum Simulation
We would like to simulate 
particle physics processes. 

Perturbation theory does not 
always work!

Feynman: “Nature isn't classical, dammit! and if you want to make a simulation of 
nature, you'd better make it quantum mechanical, and by golly it's a wonderful 
problem, because it doesn't look so easy.”

Neutrino

Nucleus



Quantum Simulation

But why should we make it quantum mechanical? 

Here is a reason: Simulating a quantum system evolving in time is numerically hard! 

A “sign problem”
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 (t) = eiEt/~ (0)

Rapid oscillation!

A quantum system will keep track of this inherently



Quantum Simulation
What would we simulate? 

For example, some day, Hadronization 

Neutrino interacting with a nucleus. 

Processes in the early Universe



(



The Muon
Yes, that muon! 

Recall the mid-30’s:  The SM of the time is

N
uc
le
on
s

pions?
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by the apparatus used to collect and detect the signal.
This too, can include collection of a single mode in a
fiber (e.g. [18, 38]) or in multiple modes (as in the
CCD example in the next section. In SPDC, when
the idler photon may be collected the width and an-
gle of the idler can also be set by a similar apparatus.
However, in dSPDC (or in SPDC if we choose to only
collect the signal) the Ï beam is not a parameter in
the problem. In this case we are interested in an in-
clusive rate, and would sum over a complete basis of
idler beams. Such a sum will be performed in [16], but
usually the sum will be dominated by a set of modes
that are similar to those collected for the signal.

Generally, the signal rate will depend on all of the
choices made above, but we can make some qualitative
observations. The rate for SPDC and dSPDC will be
proportional to an integral over the volume defined
by the overlap of the three beams in Figure 8 and the
crystal. When the length of the volume is set by the
crystal, the process is said to occur in the “thin crystal
limit”. In this limit, the beam overlap is roughly a
constant over the crystal length and thus the total rate
will grow with L. Since dSPDC is a rare process, we
observe that taking the collinear limit of the process,
together with a thicker crystal may allow for a larger
integration volume and an enhanced rate.

The total rate for SPDC in a particular angle, in-
tegrated over frequencies, in the thin crystal limit
is [16, 18],

�SPDC ≥
Pp‰(2)

e�
2
ÊsÊiL

finpnsniAe�
(35)

where L is the crystal length, Pp is the pump power,
Ae� is the e�ective beam area, and ‰(2)

e� is the e�ective
coupling of Equation (33). A parametrically similar
rate formula applies to SPDC in waveguides [15, 16].
The pump power here is the e�ective power, which
may be enhanced within a high finesse optical cavity,
e.g. [25]. The inverse dependence with e�ective area
can be understood by since the interaction hamilto-
nian is proportional to electric fields, which grow for
fixed power for a tighter spot. For “bulk crystal” se-
tups a pair production rate of order few times 106 per
mW of pump power per second is achievable [38] in the
forward direction. In waveguided setups, in which the
beams remain confined along a length of the order of
a cm, production rates of order 109 pairs per mW per
second are achievable in KTP crystals [15, 39], and
rates of order 1010 were discussed for LN crystals [39].

An important scaling of this rate is the L/Ae� de-
pendence. This scaling applies for dSPDC rates dis-
cussed below. Within the thin crystal limit one can
thus achieve higher rates with: (a) a smaller beam
spot, and (b) a thicker crystal. It should be noted
that for colinear SPDC, the crystal may be in the
“thin limit” even for thick crystals (see Figure 8 and
imagine zero signal and idler emission angle).

A. Dark Photon dSPDC Rate

The dSPDC rate into a dark photon with longitu-
dinal polarization, AÕ

L, can similarly be written as a

simple re-scaling of the expression above

�(AÕ
L)

dSPDC ≥ ‘2 m2
AÕ

Ê2
AÕ

Pp‰(2)
AÕ

L

2
ÊsÊAÕL

npnsAe�
(36)

where the e�ective coupling ‰(2)
AÕ

L
is defined in Equa-

tion (34). This is valid in regions where the dark pho-
ton mass is smaller than the pump frequency, such
that the produced dark photons are relativistic and
have a refractive index of 1. Using the optimistic
waveguide numbers above as a placeholder, assuming
an optimized setup with similar ‰(2), the number of
events expected after integrating over a time tint are

N
(AÕ

L)
events ≥ 1021

3
‘2 m2

AÕ

Ê2
AÕ

4 3
Pp

Watt

4 3
L

m

4 3
tint
year

4
.
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The current strongest lab-based limit is for dark pho-
ton masses of order 0.1 eV is set by the ALPS exper-
iment at ‘ ≥ 3 ◊ 10≠7. For this dark photon mass
mAÕ ≥ 0.1Êp, the mAÕ/ÊAÕ term does not represent
a large suppression. In this case of order 10 dSPDC
events are produced in a day in a 1 cm crystal with
a Watt of pump power with the assumptions above.
This implies that a relatively small dSPDC experi-
ment with an aggressive control on backgrounds could
be used to push the current limits on dark photons.

Improving the limits from solar cooling, for which
‘mAÕ/ÊAÕ is constrained to be smaller, would repre-
sent an interesting challenge. Achieving ten events in
a year of running requires a Watt of power in a waveg-
uide greater than 10 meters (or a shorter waveguide
with higher stored power, perhaps using a Fabri-Perot
setup). Interestingly, in terms of system size, this
is still smaller than the ALPS-II experiment which
would reach 100 meters in length and an e�ecting
power of a hundred kW. This is because LSW se-
tups require both production and detection, with lim-
its scaling as ‘4.

B. Axion dSPDC Rate

A similar rate expression can be obtained for axion-
dSPDC

�(axion)
dSPDC ≥

Ppg2
a““ÊsL

ÊaxionnpnsAe�
(38)

where the di�erent scaling with the frequency of the
dark field is due to the di�erent structure of the
dSPDC interaction (recall that ‰(2) carries a mass
dimension of ≠2 while the axion photon coupling’s
dimension is ≠1). Optimal SPDC (dSPDC) rates are
acieved in waveguides in which the e�ective area is of
order the squared wavelength of the pump and signal
light. Assuming a (linear) birefringent material that
can achieve dSPDC phase matching for an axion the
number of signal event scales as

N (axion)
events ≥ 40

3
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by the apparatus used to collect and detect the signal.
This too, can include collection of a single mode in a
fiber (e.g. [18, 38]) or in multiple modes (as in the
CCD example in the next section. In SPDC, when
the idler photon may be collected the width and an-
gle of the idler can also be set by a similar apparatus.
However, in dSPDC (or in SPDC if we choose to only
collect the signal) the Ï beam is not a parameter in
the problem. In this case we are interested in an in-
clusive rate, and would sum over a complete basis of
idler beams. Such a sum will be performed in [16], but
usually the sum will be dominated by a set of modes
that are similar to those collected for the signal.

Generally, the signal rate will depend on all of the
choices made above, but we can make some qualitative
observations. The rate for SPDC and dSPDC will be
proportional to an integral over the volume defined
by the overlap of the three beams in Figure 8 and the
crystal. When the length of the volume is set by the
crystal, the process is said to occur in the “thin crystal
limit”. In this limit, the beam overlap is roughly a
constant over the crystal length and thus the total rate
will grow with L. Since dSPDC is a rare process, we
observe that taking the collinear limit of the process,
together with a thicker crystal may allow for a larger
integration volume and an enhanced rate.

The total rate for SPDC in a particular angle, in-
tegrated over frequencies, in the thin crystal limit
is [16, 18],

�SPDC ≥
Pp‰(2)

e�
2
ÊsÊiL
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(35)

where L is the crystal length, Pp is the pump power,
Ae� is the e�ective beam area, and ‰(2)

e� is the e�ective
coupling of Equation (33). A parametrically similar
rate formula applies to SPDC in waveguides [15, 16].
The pump power here is the e�ective power, which
may be enhanced within a high finesse optical cavity,
e.g. [25]. The inverse dependence with e�ective area
can be understood by since the interaction hamilto-
nian is proportional to electric fields, which grow for
fixed power for a tighter spot. For “bulk crystal” se-
tups a pair production rate of order few times 106 per
mW of pump power per second is achievable [38] in the
forward direction. In waveguided setups, in which the
beams remain confined along a length of the order of
a cm, production rates of order 109 pairs per mW per
second are achievable in KTP crystals [15, 39], and
rates of order 1010 were discussed for LN crystals [39].

An important scaling of this rate is the L/Ae� de-
pendence. This scaling applies for dSPDC rates dis-
cussed below. Within the thin crystal limit one can
thus achieve higher rates with: (a) a smaller beam
spot, and (b) a thicker crystal. It should be noted
that for colinear SPDC, the crystal may be in the
“thin limit” even for thick crystals (see Figure 8 and
imagine zero signal and idler emission angle).

A. Dark Photon dSPDC Rate

The dSPDC rate into a dark photon with longitu-
dinal polarization, AÕ

L, can similarly be written as a

simple re-scaling of the expression above
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where the e�ective coupling ‰(2)
AÕ
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is defined in Equa-

tion (34). This is valid in regions where the dark pho-
ton mass is smaller than the pump frequency, such
that the produced dark photons are relativistic and
have a refractive index of 1. Using the optimistic
waveguide numbers above as a placeholder, assuming
an optimized setup with similar ‰(2), the number of
events expected after integrating over a time tint are
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The current strongest lab-based limit is for dark pho-
ton masses of order 0.1 eV is set by the ALPS exper-
iment at ‘ ≥ 3 ◊ 10≠7. For this dark photon mass
mAÕ ≥ 0.1Êp, the mAÕ/ÊAÕ term does not represent
a large suppression. In this case of order 10 dSPDC
events are produced in a day in a 1 cm crystal with
a Watt of pump power with the assumptions above.
This implies that a relatively small dSPDC experi-
ment with an aggressive control on backgrounds could
be used to push the current limits on dark photons.

Improving the limits from solar cooling, for which
‘mAÕ/ÊAÕ is constrained to be smaller, would repre-
sent an interesting challenge. Achieving ten events in
a year of running requires a Watt of power in a waveg-
uide greater than 10 meters (or a shorter waveguide
with higher stored power, perhaps using a Fabri-Perot
setup). Interestingly, in terms of system size, this
is still smaller than the ALPS-II experiment which
would reach 100 meters in length and an e�ecting
power of a hundred kW. This is because LSW se-
tups require both production and detection, with lim-
its scaling as ‘4.

B. Axion dSPDC Rate

A similar rate expression can be obtained for axion-
dSPDC

�(axion)
dSPDC ≥

Ppg2
a““ÊsL

ÊaxionnpnsAe�
(38)

where the di�erent scaling with the frequency of the
dark field is due to the di�erent structure of the
dSPDC interaction (recall that ‰(2) carries a mass
dimension of ≠2 while the axion photon coupling’s
dimension is ≠1). Optimal SPDC (dSPDC) rates are
acieved in waveguides in which the e�ective area is of
order the squared wavelength of the pump and signal
light. Assuming a (linear) birefringent material that
can achieve dSPDC phase matching for an axion the
number of signal event scales as

N (axion)
events ≥ 40
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Dark Photon (mAÕ = 0.1 eV) Axion-like particle (ma = 0.1 eV)
Current lab limit ‘ < 3 ◊ 10≠7 ga“ < 10≠6 GeV≠1

Example dSPDC setup Pp = 1 W Pp = 1 kW
L = 1 cm L = 10 m

� = 10/day � = 10/day
Current Solar limit ‘ < 10≠10 ga“ < 10≠10 GeV≠1

Example dSPDC setup Pp = 1 W Pp = 100 kW
L = 10 m L = 100 m

� = 10/year � = 10/year

Table I: Current lab-based and Solar-based based limits on the couplings of dark photns and axion-like particles with a
benchmark mass of 0.1 eV. For each limit we show the parameters of an example dSPDC in a waveguide and the rate it
would produce for couplings that would produce the specified benchmark rate with the corresponding coupling. The
pump power is an e�ective power which can include an enhancement by an optical cavity setup. For dark photon rates
we assume a nonlinearity of the same order found in KTP crystals.

This rate suggests a dSPDC setup is promising in set-
ting new lab-based limits on ALPs. For example, a
10 meter birefringent single mode fiber with kW of
pump power will generate of order 10 events per day
for couplings of order 10≠7 GeV≠1. To probe beyond
the CAST limits in ga“ may be possible and requires
a larger setup, but not exceeding the scale, say, of
ALPS-II. In a 100 meter length and an e�ective pump
power of 100 kW, a few dSPDC signal events are ex-
pected in a year.

Maintaining a low background, would of course be
crutial. We note, however, that optical fibers are rou-
tinely used over much greater distances, maintaining
coherence (e.g. [5]), and an optimal setup should be
identified.

C. Backgrounds to dSPDC

There are several factors that should be considered
for the purpose of reducing backgrounds to SPDC:

• Crystal Length and Signal bandwidth: In addi-
tion to the growth of the signal rate, the signal
bandwidth in many setups will decrease with L.
If this is achieved the signal to background ra-
tio in a narrow band around the dSPDC phase
matching solutions will scale as L2.

• Timing: The dSPDC signal consists of a single
photon whereas SPDC backgrounds will consist
of two coincident photons. Backgrounds can be
reduced using fast detectors and rejecting coin-
cidence events.

• Optical material: As pointed out in Section IV,
linear birefringent materials can be used to
reduce SPDC backgrounds to axion searches.
Nonlinear materials with a ‰(2) tensor which
couples purely to longitudinal polarizations may
be used to enhance dark photon dSPDC events
without enhancing SPDC. This technique to re-
duce SPDC may also be used in axion searches.

• Detector noise and optical impurities: Sources
of background which may be a limiting factor

for dSPDC searches include detector noise, as
well as scattering of pump photons o� of impu-
rities in the optical elements and surfaces. The
Skipper CCD, one example of a detector tech-
nology with low noise, will be discussed in the
next section.

An optimal dSPDC based search for dark particles
will likely consider these factors, and is left for future
investigation.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROOF OF CONCEPT

In this section we present an experimental SPDC
angular imaging measurement with high resolution
employing a Skipper CCD and a BBO nonlinear crys-
tal. In this setup and for the chosen frequencies,
dSPDC phase matching is not achievable at any emis-
sion angle. Instead, this experiment serves as a proof
of concept for the high resolution imaging technique.

Imaging the dSPDC requires the detection of single
photons with low noise and with high spatial and/or
energy resolution. A technology that can achieve this
is the Skipper CCD which is capable of measuring
the charge stored in each pixel with single electron
resolution [17], ranging from very few electrons (0,
1, 2, . . . ) up to more than a thousand (1000, 1001,
1002, . . . ) [40]. This unique feature combined with
the high spatial resolution typical of a CCD detector
makes this technology very promising for the detec-
tion of small optical signals with a very high spatial
resolution.

A. Description of the experimental setup

With the aim of comparing the developed phase
space model against real data, the system depicted
in Figure 9 was set up. A source of entangled pho-
tons that employs SPDC, which is part of a com-
mercial system3, was used. Two type I nonlinear

3
https://www.qutools.com/qued/
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by the apparatus used to collect and detect the signal.
This too, can include collection of a single mode in a
fiber (e.g. [18, 38]) or in multiple modes (as in the
CCD example in the next section. In SPDC, when
the idler photon may be collected the width and an-
gle of the idler can also be set by a similar apparatus.
However, in dSPDC (or in SPDC if we choose to only
collect the signal) the Ï beam is not a parameter in
the problem. In this case we are interested in an in-
clusive rate, and would sum over a complete basis of
idler beams. Such a sum will be performed in [16], but
usually the sum will be dominated by a set of modes
that are similar to those collected for the signal.

Generally, the signal rate will depend on all of the
choices made above, but we can make some qualitative
observations. The rate for SPDC and dSPDC will be
proportional to an integral over the volume defined
by the overlap of the three beams in Figure 8 and the
crystal. When the length of the volume is set by the
crystal, the process is said to occur in the “thin crystal
limit”. In this limit, the beam overlap is roughly a
constant over the crystal length and thus the total rate
will grow with L. Since dSPDC is a rare process, we
observe that taking the collinear limit of the process,
together with a thicker crystal may allow for a larger
integration volume and an enhanced rate.

The total rate for SPDC in a particular angle, in-
tegrated over frequencies, in the thin crystal limit
is [16, 18],

�SPDC ≥
Pp‰(2)

e�
2
ÊsÊiL

finpnsniAe�
(35)

where L is the crystal length, Pp is the pump power,
Ae� is the e�ective beam area, and ‰(2)

e� is the e�ective
coupling of Equation (33). A parametrically similar
rate formula applies to SPDC in waveguides [15, 16].
The pump power here is the e�ective power, which
may be enhanced within a high finesse optical cavity,
e.g. [25]. The inverse dependence with e�ective area
can be understood by since the interaction hamilto-
nian is proportional to electric fields, which grow for
fixed power for a tighter spot. For “bulk crystal” se-
tups a pair production rate of order few times 106 per
mW of pump power per second is achievable [38] in the
forward direction. In waveguided setups, in which the
beams remain confined along a length of the order of
a cm, production rates of order 109 pairs per mW per
second are achievable in KTP crystals [15, 39], and
rates of order 1010 were discussed for LN crystals [39].

An important scaling of this rate is the L/Ae� de-
pendence. This scaling applies for dSPDC rates dis-
cussed below. Within the thin crystal limit one can
thus achieve higher rates with: (a) a smaller beam
spot, and (b) a thicker crystal. It should be noted
that for colinear SPDC, the crystal may be in the
“thin limit” even for thick crystals (see Figure 8 and
imagine zero signal and idler emission angle).

A. Dark Photon dSPDC Rate

The dSPDC rate into a dark photon with longitu-
dinal polarization, AÕ

L, can similarly be written as a

simple re-scaling of the expression above
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where the e�ective coupling ‰(2)
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is defined in Equa-

tion (34). This is valid in regions where the dark pho-
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that the produced dark photons are relativistic and
have a refractive index of 1. Using the optimistic
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events expected after integrating over a time tint are
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The current strongest lab-based limit is for dark pho-
ton masses of order 0.1 eV is set by the ALPS exper-
iment at ‘ ≥ 3 ◊ 10≠7. For this dark photon mass
mAÕ ≥ 0.1Êp, the mAÕ/ÊAÕ term does not represent
a large suppression. In this case of order 10 dSPDC
events are produced in a day in a 1 cm crystal with
a Watt of pump power with the assumptions above.
This implies that a relatively small dSPDC experi-
ment with an aggressive control on backgrounds could
be used to push the current limits on dark photons.

Improving the limits from solar cooling, for which
‘mAÕ/ÊAÕ is constrained to be smaller, would repre-
sent an interesting challenge. Achieving ten events in
a year of running requires a Watt of power in a waveg-
uide greater than 10 meters (or a shorter waveguide
with higher stored power, perhaps using a Fabri-Perot
setup). Interestingly, in terms of system size, this
is still smaller than the ALPS-II experiment which
would reach 100 meters in length and an e�ecting
power of a hundred kW. This is because LSW se-
tups require both production and detection, with lim-
its scaling as ‘4.

B. Axion dSPDC Rate

A similar rate expression can be obtained for axion-
dSPDC

�(axion)
dSPDC ≥
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where the di�erent scaling with the frequency of the
dark field is due to the di�erent structure of the
dSPDC interaction (recall that ‰(2) carries a mass
dimension of ≠2 while the axion photon coupling’s
dimension is ≠1). Optimal SPDC (dSPDC) rates are
acieved in waveguides in which the e�ective area is of
order the squared wavelength of the pump and signal
light. Assuming a (linear) birefringent material that
can achieve dSPDC phase matching for an axion the
number of signal event scales as
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by the apparatus used to collect and detect the signal.
This too, can include collection of a single mode in a
fiber (e.g. [18, 38]) or in multiple modes (as in the
CCD example in the next section. In SPDC, when
the idler photon may be collected the width and an-
gle of the idler can also be set by a similar apparatus.
However, in dSPDC (or in SPDC if we choose to only
collect the signal) the Ï beam is not a parameter in
the problem. In this case we are interested in an in-
clusive rate, and would sum over a complete basis of
idler beams. Such a sum will be performed in [16], but
usually the sum will be dominated by a set of modes
that are similar to those collected for the signal.

Generally, the signal rate will depend on all of the
choices made above, but we can make some qualitative
observations. The rate for SPDC and dSPDC will be
proportional to an integral over the volume defined
by the overlap of the three beams in Figure 8 and the
crystal. When the length of the volume is set by the
crystal, the process is said to occur in the “thin crystal
limit”. In this limit, the beam overlap is roughly a
constant over the crystal length and thus the total rate
will grow with L. Since dSPDC is a rare process, we
observe that taking the collinear limit of the process,
together with a thicker crystal may allow for a larger
integration volume and an enhanced rate.

The total rate for SPDC in a particular angle, in-
tegrated over frequencies, in the thin crystal limit
is [16, 18],
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where L is the crystal length, Pp is the pump power,
Ae� is the e�ective beam area, and ‰(2)

e� is the e�ective
coupling of Equation (33). A parametrically similar
rate formula applies to SPDC in waveguides [15, 16].
The pump power here is the e�ective power, which
may be enhanced within a high finesse optical cavity,
e.g. [25]. The inverse dependence with e�ective area
can be understood by since the interaction hamilto-
nian is proportional to electric fields, which grow for
fixed power for a tighter spot. For “bulk crystal” se-
tups a pair production rate of order few times 106 per
mW of pump power per second is achievable [38] in the
forward direction. In waveguided setups, in which the
beams remain confined along a length of the order of
a cm, production rates of order 109 pairs per mW per
second are achievable in KTP crystals [15, 39], and
rates of order 1010 were discussed for LN crystals [39].

An important scaling of this rate is the L/Ae� de-
pendence. This scaling applies for dSPDC rates dis-
cussed below. Within the thin crystal limit one can
thus achieve higher rates with: (a) a smaller beam
spot, and (b) a thicker crystal. It should be noted
that for colinear SPDC, the crystal may be in the
“thin limit” even for thick crystals (see Figure 8 and
imagine zero signal and idler emission angle).

A. Dark Photon dSPDC Rate

The dSPDC rate into a dark photon with longitu-
dinal polarization, AÕ

L, can similarly be written as a

simple re-scaling of the expression above
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where the e�ective coupling ‰(2)
AÕ

L
is defined in Equa-

tion (34). This is valid in regions where the dark pho-
ton mass is smaller than the pump frequency, such
that the produced dark photons are relativistic and
have a refractive index of 1. Using the optimistic
waveguide numbers above as a placeholder, assuming
an optimized setup with similar ‰(2), the number of
events expected after integrating over a time tint are
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The current strongest lab-based limit is for dark pho-
ton masses of order 0.1 eV is set by the ALPS exper-
iment at ‘ ≥ 3 ◊ 10≠7. For this dark photon mass
mAÕ ≥ 0.1Êp, the mAÕ/ÊAÕ term does not represent
a large suppression. In this case of order 10 dSPDC
events are produced in a day in a 1 cm crystal with
a Watt of pump power with the assumptions above.
This implies that a relatively small dSPDC experi-
ment with an aggressive control on backgrounds could
be used to push the current limits on dark photons.

Improving the limits from solar cooling, for which
‘mAÕ/ÊAÕ is constrained to be smaller, would repre-
sent an interesting challenge. Achieving ten events in
a year of running requires a Watt of power in a waveg-
uide greater than 10 meters (or a shorter waveguide
with higher stored power, perhaps using a Fabri-Perot
setup). Interestingly, in terms of system size, this
is still smaller than the ALPS-II experiment which
would reach 100 meters in length and an e�ecting
power of a hundred kW. This is because LSW se-
tups require both production and detection, with lim-
its scaling as ‘4.

B. Axion dSPDC Rate

A similar rate expression can be obtained for axion-
dSPDC
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where the di�erent scaling with the frequency of the
dark field is due to the di�erent structure of the
dSPDC interaction (recall that ‰(2) carries a mass
dimension of ≠2 while the axion photon coupling’s
dimension is ≠1). Optimal SPDC (dSPDC) rates are
acieved in waveguides in which the e�ective area is of
order the squared wavelength of the pump and signal
light. Assuming a (linear) birefringent material that
can achieve dSPDC phase matching for an axion the
number of signal event scales as
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by the apparatus used to collect and detect the signal.
This too, can include collection of a single mode in a
fiber (e.g. [18, 38]) or in multiple modes (as in the
CCD example in the next section. In SPDC, when
the idler photon may be collected the width and an-
gle of the idler can also be set by a similar apparatus.
However, in dSPDC (or in SPDC if we choose to only
collect the signal) the Ï beam is not a parameter in
the problem. In this case we are interested in an in-
clusive rate, and would sum over a complete basis of
idler beams. Such a sum will be performed in [16], but
usually the sum will be dominated by a set of modes
that are similar to those collected for the signal.

Generally, the signal rate will depend on all of the
choices made above, but we can make some qualitative
observations. The rate for SPDC and dSPDC will be
proportional to an integral over the volume defined
by the overlap of the three beams in Figure 8 and the
crystal. When the length of the volume is set by the
crystal, the process is said to occur in the “thin crystal
limit”. In this limit, the beam overlap is roughly a
constant over the crystal length and thus the total rate
will grow with L. Since dSPDC is a rare process, we
observe that taking the collinear limit of the process,
together with a thicker crystal may allow for a larger
integration volume and an enhanced rate.

The total rate for SPDC in a particular angle, in-
tegrated over frequencies, in the thin crystal limit
is [16, 18],
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e.g. [25]. The inverse dependence with e�ective area
can be understood by since the interaction hamilto-
nian is proportional to electric fields, which grow for
fixed power for a tighter spot. For “bulk crystal” se-
tups a pair production rate of order few times 106 per
mW of pump power per second is achievable [38] in the
forward direction. In waveguided setups, in which the
beams remain confined along a length of the order of
a cm, production rates of order 109 pairs per mW per
second are achievable in KTP crystals [15, 39], and
rates of order 1010 were discussed for LN crystals [39].

An important scaling of this rate is the L/Ae� de-
pendence. This scaling applies for dSPDC rates dis-
cussed below. Within the thin crystal limit one can
thus achieve higher rates with: (a) a smaller beam
spot, and (b) a thicker crystal. It should be noted
that for colinear SPDC, the crystal may be in the
“thin limit” even for thick crystals (see Figure 8 and
imagine zero signal and idler emission angle).

A. Dark Photon dSPDC Rate

The dSPDC rate into a dark photon with longitu-
dinal polarization, AÕ
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The current strongest lab-based limit is for dark pho-
ton masses of order 0.1 eV is set by the ALPS exper-
iment at ‘ ≥ 3 ◊ 10≠7. For this dark photon mass
mAÕ ≥ 0.1Êp, the mAÕ/ÊAÕ term does not represent
a large suppression. In this case of order 10 dSPDC
events are produced in a day in a 1 cm crystal with
a Watt of pump power with the assumptions above.
This implies that a relatively small dSPDC experi-
ment with an aggressive control on backgrounds could
be used to push the current limits on dark photons.

Improving the limits from solar cooling, for which
‘mAÕ/ÊAÕ is constrained to be smaller, would repre-
sent an interesting challenge. Achieving ten events in
a year of running requires a Watt of power in a waveg-
uide greater than 10 meters (or a shorter waveguide
with higher stored power, perhaps using a Fabri-Perot
setup). Interestingly, in terms of system size, this
is still smaller than the ALPS-II experiment which
would reach 100 meters in length and an e�ecting
power of a hundred kW. This is because LSW se-
tups require both production and detection, with lim-
its scaling as ‘4.

B. Axion dSPDC Rate

A similar rate expression can be obtained for axion-
dSPDC
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where the di�erent scaling with the frequency of the
dark field is due to the di�erent structure of the
dSPDC interaction (recall that ‰(2) carries a mass
dimension of ≠2 while the axion photon coupling’s
dimension is ≠1). Optimal SPDC (dSPDC) rates are
acieved in waveguides in which the e�ective area is of
order the squared wavelength of the pump and signal
light. Assuming a (linear) birefringent material that
can achieve dSPDC phase matching for an axion the
number of signal event scales as
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by the apparatus used to collect and detect the signal.
This too, can include collection of a single mode in a
fiber (e.g. [18, 38]) or in multiple modes (as in the
CCD example in the next section. In SPDC, when
the idler photon may be collected the width and an-
gle of the idler can also be set by a similar apparatus.
However, in dSPDC (or in SPDC if we choose to only
collect the signal) the Ï beam is not a parameter in
the problem. In this case we are interested in an in-
clusive rate, and would sum over a complete basis of
idler beams. Such a sum will be performed in [16], but
usually the sum will be dominated by a set of modes
that are similar to those collected for the signal.

Generally, the signal rate will depend on all of the
choices made above, but we can make some qualitative
observations. The rate for SPDC and dSPDC will be
proportional to an integral over the volume defined
by the overlap of the three beams in Figure 8 and the
crystal. When the length of the volume is set by the
crystal, the process is said to occur in the “thin crystal
limit”. In this limit, the beam overlap is roughly a
constant over the crystal length and thus the total rate
will grow with L. Since dSPDC is a rare process, we
observe that taking the collinear limit of the process,
together with a thicker crystal may allow for a larger
integration volume and an enhanced rate.

The total rate for SPDC in a particular angle, in-
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where L is the crystal length, Pp is the pump power,
Ae� is the e�ective beam area, and ‰(2)

e� is the e�ective
coupling of Equation (33). A parametrically similar
rate formula applies to SPDC in waveguides [15, 16].
The pump power here is the e�ective power, which
may be enhanced within a high finesse optical cavity,
e.g. [25]. The inverse dependence with e�ective area
can be understood by since the interaction hamilto-
nian is proportional to electric fields, which grow for
fixed power for a tighter spot. For “bulk crystal” se-
tups a pair production rate of order few times 106 per
mW of pump power per second is achievable [38] in the
forward direction. In waveguided setups, in which the
beams remain confined along a length of the order of
a cm, production rates of order 109 pairs per mW per
second are achievable in KTP crystals [15, 39], and
rates of order 1010 were discussed for LN crystals [39].

An important scaling of this rate is the L/Ae� de-
pendence. This scaling applies for dSPDC rates dis-
cussed below. Within the thin crystal limit one can
thus achieve higher rates with: (a) a smaller beam
spot, and (b) a thicker crystal. It should be noted
that for colinear SPDC, the crystal may be in the
“thin limit” even for thick crystals (see Figure 8 and
imagine zero signal and idler emission angle).

A. Dark Photon dSPDC Rate
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The current strongest lab-based limit is for dark pho-
ton masses of order 0.1 eV is set by the ALPS exper-
iment at ‘ ≥ 3 ◊ 10≠7. For this dark photon mass
mAÕ ≥ 0.1Êp, the mAÕ/ÊAÕ term does not represent
a large suppression. In this case of order 10 dSPDC
events are produced in a day in a 1 cm crystal with
a Watt of pump power with the assumptions above.
This implies that a relatively small dSPDC experi-
ment with an aggressive control on backgrounds could
be used to push the current limits on dark photons.

Improving the limits from solar cooling, for which
‘mAÕ/ÊAÕ is constrained to be smaller, would repre-
sent an interesting challenge. Achieving ten events in
a year of running requires a Watt of power in a waveg-
uide greater than 10 meters (or a shorter waveguide
with higher stored power, perhaps using a Fabri-Perot
setup). Interestingly, in terms of system size, this
is still smaller than the ALPS-II experiment which
would reach 100 meters in length and an e�ecting
power of a hundred kW. This is because LSW se-
tups require both production and detection, with lim-
its scaling as ‘4.
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where the di�erent scaling with the frequency of the
dark field is due to the di�erent structure of the
dSPDC interaction (recall that ‰(2) carries a mass
dimension of ≠2 while the axion photon coupling’s
dimension is ≠1). Optimal SPDC (dSPDC) rates are
acieved in waveguides in which the e�ective area is of
order the squared wavelength of the pump and signal
light. Assuming a (linear) birefringent material that
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